Synchronization of EEG theta and alpha rhythms in an unconscious set to the perception of an emotional facial expression.
Coherence functions in cortical electrical potentials in the theta (4-7 Hz) and alpha ranges (8-13 Hz) recorded during the formation and testing stages of a visual set to facial images bearing an emotional expression (an angry face) were studied in healthy adult subjects (n = 35). Differences in the spatial synchronization between theta and alpha potentials were seen, especially in rigid forms of the set, in which cases of erroneous perception of facial expressions were seen with contrast and assimilative illusions. This group of subjects (n = 23) showed increases in theta potentials between the dorsolateral areas of the frontal cortex (the orbitofrontal cortex) and the temporal area in the right hemisphere. A mechanism is proposed for the development of visual illusions. Analysis of the coherence functions of cortical potentials in the theta and alpha ranges generates a "window" which can be used to study the operation of the two functional systems integrating brain activity, i.e., the corticohippocampal and frontothalamic, in the perception of a facial expression. The frontothalamic system is associated with more diffuse types of cortical activation, especially in its anterior areas. The theta rhythm system evidently facilitates integration of the frontal cortex with the temporal area in the right hemisphere and the connections of the latter with the parietal and central zones in both hemispheres.